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“The soul you have given me” 
 
  

  

The Torah spoke The Torah spoke The Torah spoke The Torah spoke of four of four of four of four guardsguardsguardsguards…………    

The third reading, shlishi, of our parsha 
continues the laws of damages between man 
and his fellow. In it we find the laws of 
borrowers and guards, about which we shall 
write this week, in order to learn something 
about ourselves, how we guard, and sometimes 
how  we cause damage.. 

Four types of guards are described in the 
Torah, some written directly, and some are 
learnt via the Oral Law1. The unpaid guard, the 
hired guard, the hirer and the borrower. Each 
one has its own unique laws relating to 
obligations and liability in case of loss or 
damage. The common denominator between 
them is that they hold a certain amount of 
responsibility for looking after the deposited 
item, and when the item is damaged because 
exceptional negligence by the guard, he must 
reimburse the owner. 

There is one type of damage that almost all the 
guards are exempt from paying – an 
unavoidable accident (“Oness”). This could be 
that the item got damaged without any external 
intervention, perhaps by force majeure: The 
roof fell in, there was a hurricane or extreme 
weather conditions, or perhaps the untimely 
passing away of a dear cow, in all these cases 
the guard will be exempt from payment. The 
logic is clear; a man cannot be held responsible 
when there was no way for him to foresee the 
damage or prevent it. 
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 Mainly in Gemara Baba Metzia & the midrash halacha 

on our parsha 

The borrowerThe borrowerThe borrowerThe borrower 

There is one type of guard who is liable even 
for unavoidable damages, in a strange and 
fascinating halacha – the borrower. 

“‘And if a person borrows from his neighbour 
and it breaks a limb or dies, if its owner is not 
with him, he shall surely pay’ – from here we 
learn that the borrower is liable for accidents”2 

Unlike the unpaid and the paid guard, the 
borrower has taken the object in order to use it. 
According to the commentators, as he has 
borrowed the object in order to use it, he holds 
the same level of status as the owner, including 
total liability – just as the owner is “liable” if his 
object is damaged.  

There is only one case in which the borrower is 
not held responsible: 

If its owner is with him, he shall not pay3 

What does “with him” mean? Could it be that 
only when the owner is physically next to the 
object when it is damaged the borrower is 
exempt? Rashi teaches us otherwise: 

Whether he [the animal’s owner] is with him [the 
borrower] doing the same work, or if he was 
with him doing a different work. If he [the 
animal’s owner] was with him [the borrower] at 
the time of the loan, he [the owner] need not be 
with him at the time the limb was broken or the 
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animal died [to make him exempt from 
payment].4 

The situation in which the borrower is exempt 
from liability for accidents is when the object is 
next to the lender at the time of the lending. 
When the borrower comes to the lender, and 
the lender agrees to lend out the object, it is as 
if the borrower received not only the object, but 
also the owner. Just as the borrower is not 
responsible for damage caused to the owner, “If 
its owner is with him” , he is not liable to pay for 
damages caused by accidents. 

Up to now we have given a summary of the 
laws of the borrower in the verses of the Torah 
and the laws of the halacha – now we will move 
into a deeper strata – how this effects our 
Avodat Hashem (serving of G’d) and our 
relationship with Him. 

To borrow every day from anew.To borrow every day from anew.To borrow every day from anew.To borrow every day from anew.    

When G’d gave us our lives, he appointed us to 
guard over them. He deposited into our hands 
the whole world : objects, houses, nature, our 
bodies and .. our souls. Which halachic type of 
guard are we? An unpaid guard? A paid guard? 
G’d told us “Be careful you do not destroy my 
world”5 . We are commanded to use the world’s 
resources, but warned not to damage them. 

G’d has lent us the whole of creation, and from 
now on we borrow and borrow. 

In a fascinating note by the Lubavitcher Rebbe 
ע "זי  6, he writes that our soul is given to us in 

an agreement between lender and borrower 
that is renewed daily. Our soul is lent for us to 
use, to please our maker and to mend the 
world. According to this agreement we must 
return the soul complete, as we received it, 
after 120 years. We have been lent our souls : 
we may use them, as the borrower is allowed 
to, for anything we want. Sometimes, but not 
only sometimes, we ourselves forget that we 
are not the real  owners! 

The The The The owner is owner is owner is owner is rrrreallyeallyeallyeally    with himwith himwith himwith him    

The Rebbe explains that just as in the law of 
the borrower, we are liable and responsible for 
our souls in almost every situation: if it is stolen, 
lost ,more so for negligence, and even for 
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5 Midrash Rabba Kohelet 
6 Reshima 130, see “Maor shel Hatorah” Shemot page 
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unavoidable damage! This meaning of this is 
extremely difficult – I am responsible for 
damage I caused to my soul even if it was 
unavoidable? Even if I did all I could, I tried but 
failed – even then I am liable?  

This is where our holy Torah comes and gives 
us a way of not being held responsible “If its 
owner is with him, he shall not pay” 

When man “borrows” his soul from G’d, he 
must, so to speak, borrow it’s owner with it, just 
as Rashi explained in the laws of the guards. 
How can one “borrow” the true owner of the 
soul with it? By prayer in the morning, and by 
asking that G’d provides all our needs. Prayer 
must be the first thing we do in the morning, 
before study, eating or any other business – 
because if we have started “using” our soul, 
before “borrowing” its owner, we will not be 
freed from responsibility for accidental damage 
via the law of “its owner is with him”. If the day 
starts when “its owner is with him” (i.e. prayer), 
we will be exempt from damages caused 
unavoidably to our souls. 

What an amazing explanation –we were given 
the world in order to guard over it, and our souls 
were lent to us. The “owner” tells us – take me 
with the soul! 

The Torah speaks of four sons:- one wise, one 
evil, one simple and one who doesn’t know how 
to ask (in Hebrew לשאול also means to 
borrow).7  

The fourth son is amazing, he is a good person, 
not stupid but clever but with one problem, he 
doesn’t know how to ask/borrow. He doesn’t 
know how to be a borrower; he forgets that the 
soul has an owner, and that it is not his. He 
asks that his father teaches him how to be in 
the situation of If its owner is with him, he shall 
not pay….. “One thing have I asked of G’d..”8 
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